Nottingham eTheses
Sharing graduate theses with researchers across the world

“In the culture I grew up in, you did your work and you did not put your arm around it to stop other people from looking – you took the earliest opportunity to make knowledge available.”

Sir James Black, winner of the Nobel prize for medicine

http://etheses.nottingham.ac.uk
Why use the eTheses service?

• online access makes graduate research results immediately available free of charge to a global audience, speeding up the process of sharing knowledge

• maximum visibility and impact for your work through national and international electronic theses services and search engines; your reputation will increase and your work will be used and referenced by others

• long-term storage and retrieval of your work through an open-access institutional repository

• new collaborations and interdisciplinary links advanced through improved communication

What researchers at Nottingham say:

• “At conferences, I feel that more people have looked at my thesis online who otherwise wouldn’t have gone through the hassle of obtaining a microfilm or hard copy by post.”

• “I really appreciate the ease with which I can access other peoples’ work. PhDs are usually quite tricky to get hold of, which is a shame because they are normally the most thorough reviews on any specific topic available anywhere”.

• “My thesis helped us establish several collaborations with universities and research groups in the UK & Europe”